
- Suicide bomber drove SUV into a convoy (Indian security forces) of busses 
- Killed about 40 people

BIGGER CONTEXT: this bombing Ain’t An Isolated Issue

Heavily motivated by religious dispute between the Hindu and Muslims. Religious-Na-
tionalist controlled government. India de-facto Hindu state, but now more blatantly

What is Kashmir and WHY does it matter?

- Kashmir = Northern tip of India, borders Pakistan
- Disputed territory between both countries since 1947 (India/Pakistan formed)
- Muslim majority region
- BUT India = HINDU majority (ruled by Hindu)
- Pakistan = Muslim Majority
- Religion main contributor of conflict (?)
- NOT just territorial dispute(?)
- Gone to war 4 x since ’47 over Kashmir (last = ’99)

Main Reason for Dispute? Good question
- Kashmir doesn’t have any cool natural resources (oil, minerals, etc.)
- Small area —> 13M population (Pakistan = 200M. India = 1.3B)
- No real reason for both countries to want it as part of their territory OTHER THAN 

RELIGION 
- Main Contention for Why they want it over the past 70 years??
- National Pride (basically) = Hindu v.s Islam Conflict

- Only real religious conflict is that Kashmir is ruled by an Hindu in a Muslim majority

- History of region and origin of conflict = began w/ religious dimension
- 1947 India gets independence from Brits
- Brits agree to partition India = creation of Pakistan (due to pressure from Muslim com-

munity who were uncomfortable with the idea of living amongst Hindu dominated In-
dia)

- Brits compromise & ceded to Muslim pressure to create Pakistan (Muslim Majority)
- Partition leads to MASS 2-Way (kinky) Migration (Muslims —> Pakistan, Hindus —> 

India)
- ^Above^ This happens South (Punja region of Kashmir) 
- Kashmir was among several hundred princely states - (not technically part of the 

British Raj) Brit controlled, but not “owned” by Brit Empire, not directly occupied, had
their own autonomy, indep. Operate domestic affairs

- Kashmir - Hindu king w/ Muslim Majority
- Join Pakistan, India, or remain Independent?



“Factors” Occur in Kasmir
- Armed Muslim rebellion breaks out in kingdom 
- Invasion of tribal people armed by (from) Pakistan
- “Factors” —> King sides more towards India
- King signs instrument of accession = steads Kashmir control to India —> sends in 

troops

(2 weeks before this though) King partners with RSS (a Hindu Nationalist Org/Paramili-
tary Group) founded 20 yrs prior in Dif area of India that sprouted Dif branches all over 
country/region

• FYI *Paramilitary Group* -  semi-militarized force whose organizational structure, 
tactics, training, subculture, and (often) function are similar to those of a professional 
military, but which is not included as part of a state's formal armed forces

- King & RSS organize state sanctioned/state sponsored pogrom on Muslims in the 
Northern Region of Kashmir

- Massacred est. 100k Muslims (ethnically cleansed the region) = THEN he gives Kash-
mir control to India

- India & Pakistan then have their First war over Kashmir 

- RSS - paramilitary org w/ extensive influence in India’s govt TODAY

And since these 4 wars: 1947, 1965, 1971, 1999, Lines have not moved significantly 
(region remains disputed)
- Nothing has really happened as far as a resolution for the conflict

What did change…
- 1989 —> insurgency in Kashmir begins
- Govt. dissolved
- Indian Constitution allows tIndian Central Government to impose Presence Rule - If a 

state govt. is determined to not be functional (even if it’s democratically elected) the 
central government can dissolve it and institute/implement direct rule from Delhi 

- 1990 = Presence Rule established, AFSPA also enacted (Armed Forces Special Pow-
ers Act)

- AFSPA   - hold over/direct replica of laws from British Colonial times (used in multi re-
gions in country)

- Majority of it designed to “squash and suppress dissent” 



- Allows impunity for security forces in region it’s imposed (shoot on suspicion, search 
and seize w/out warrant, detain people indefinitely, etc.) 

- 2016 Supreme Court overturns Impunity Clause, but Indian security forces can still 
pretty much do whatever they want and get off Scott free (in Kashmir and only a cou-
ple regions in India where impunity remains) 

We’re not entirely sure who’s behind the attacks, but timing is very dubious 
- BJP probably the only party benefactor (current ruling party in India)
- BJP - another Hindu-Nationalist party controlled by the RSS, and is working to get BJP

reelected (April/May general elections)
- Been in power since 2014 (5 yrs are up)
- Nobody else but the BJP benefits (NOT militants, Pakistan) 
- India’s Prime Minister Modi (day after attack) was in most populated city, and used the

attack as leverage to get votes (vote me and we’ll unite and be stronger, blah blah blah, 
“glory for India on an international stage”)

- India’s Prime Minister Modi = vote for me!

- Modi’s Political History

- Modi = working RSS member
- Got his start in 1971 as RSS para military group
- Became full time worker (Basharik) from ’71 - ‘85
- 1985 - RSS deputed(assigned) him to work in the BJP
- ’85 - ’01 holds no political office UNTIL
- Indian STATE government of Gujarat in ’01 is viewed as inefficient/unworkable, the 

chief minister (governor of the state) is removed and replaced/appointed by Modi in-
stead

- Modi has since been elected, but was initially appointed to that position BY the RSS!
- Exactly 4 months after his election in ’01, his administration was involved with 

pogrom on Muslims in Gujarat (after 9/11…)

Scott’s Anecdote
- Michael Shawyer, former chief of the C.I.A.’s Bin Laden unit
“One of Bin Laden’s constant narratives was that American’s seem to care so much about
human rights, but don’t do anything when Muslims are killed”, which is funny/ironic 
since Bill Clinton helped back the Muja Hadin in Bosnia. 
*As that narrative floated around, this pogrom happened right after 9/11* 



India’s ethnic cleansing and mass killing of Muslim’s supported U.S. narrative towards 
“radical Muslim terrorists”, helping US intervention efforts in the Middle East seem 
more legit by stigmatizing Muslims all together.

On the National Level: Threats of War? *take notes, Americans, echos of Yemen 
etc…*
- yup, India hiked tariffs on Pakistani goods by 200%
- India stripped Pakistan of “Most Favored Nation” status
- Indian announced cut off Pakistan from water rights treaty
- A lot of talks about war by mainstream Indian TV personalities (though nothing offi-

cial)
- RSS (according to 08/09 wiki leaks) 
- RSS founding in 1925 —> non-Hindus (Muslims especially)  are a threat to India. 

Those who convert away are guilty of leaving Hinduism to the enemy camp = anti-na-
tional (despite Indian being est. 20% Muslim, still ONE OF THE LAGEST Muslim 
populations in the world)

Old Economic Adage:
*When goods cease to cross borders, troops will*

- According to official reports, (acknowledged by India) the actual attacker was a local 
Kashmiri man, who according to his family, only became a militant when he was pro-
filed and beaten by Indian security forces (also stopped in the street and forced to rub 
his nose on the ground) = last straw to break the camel’s back = becomes militant 
bomber (who knows where he really got the bombs

- So is this religious, militant, political regime responsible for such uprisings?!? 
(hmmm…where have we seen this before?….)

- NOW India still had 500-700K troops in K  ashmir (13M pop)  
- Internet curfew (cut off months at a time)
- On-going protest for years
- BIGGER CONTEXT: this bombing ain’t an isolated issue (DECADES)
- 10’s of thousands of Kashmiris are being killed (including human rights defenders) 

by these Indian Security forces
- Disappearing dissenters, killing, dumped in canals
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- Human rights lawyer, (“Jalihl Andrajbi”?!?) killed by RSS (gouged eyes out, shot in 
back, broken face, hands tied) 

- 96 India killed 40k people (includes men, women, children)
- Conflict also happening South of Kashmir in Penjab

- At least there hasn’t been a war btwn India & Pakistan since before they got nukes, but 
now they’ve got nukes!

- And for 20 years they’ve “kept the peace” (at least without using nukes) 
- At least no war since they’ve tested nukes
- Kahn Hallinan “there’s a real problem with the disparity in the nikes right now where 

Pakistanis only have shorter range delivery systems and much smaller/tactical-sized 
battle-field nukes for use of defense against Indian armor essentially, if they were to try
an invade”

- Indians only have H-bombs, and have only focused on strategic nuclear weapons
- So danger = Pakistanis could be overwhelmed by conventional might on the ground , 

and resort to lower yield atom bombs which could provoke = FULL SCALE OBLIT-
ERATION by the Indians

- Pakistanis had devolved battle field authority over the nukes down to the Colonels in 
the field

- Could lead to a Nuclear Winter? 

- Is it NOT in our best interest to prevent even ONE atom bomb from going off?!?
- If U.S. has any role to play at all, it should be peace talks, 
- MUST ADVOCATE FOR PEACE AND FREEDOM
- That should be the beginning and end of it, THE BE ALL OF IT!
- BUT,  the US relation w/ India = In the US shift in trying to balance world powers, 

used to be pro Pakistan, NOW pro Indian,
- US India Lobby (More of a Hindu-Nationalist Lobby)
- Pro India to balance AGAINST China

- Drastically increased military alliances

- US India Lobby = More of a Hindu-Nationalist Lobby (deep BJP affiliations and sympathy) 

- Primarily backed by US - based affiliates of RSS and other Hindu-Nationalist groups

- Many years large incentive to work very hard to prevent US from even mentioning that there might be 
human rights issues in India

- 2013-2014 worked w/ US Congress against resolutions (worked to kill despite those resolutions being 
bi-partisan-supported) 

- Protested every time the human rights commission held hearings

- US helped them with their nuclear program in going against the NPT (Non Proliferation Treaty) which 
India wasn’t even members of, and WE ARE 



* meaning India is outside of the Nuclear suppliers’ group, until Kondi Rice cut the deal to “go around all
of that” *

- Ironic US complains about Iran having Nuclear Weapons BECAUSE IRAN ACTUALLY SIGNED 
THE NPT

- INDIA DID NOT SIGN IT!!! (NOR have they signed a large number of international treaties) includ-
ing the Hay Convention for the International Criminal Court

- Indias has signed, but never ratified the Convention Against Torture

- Torture is still basically Legal in India!

*Why does the U.S. get to pick favorites for certain countries that can do certain things for/to other 
countries?

- US helped them with their nuclear program in going against the NPT (Non Proliferation Treaty) which 
India wasn’t even members of, and WE ARE 

* meaning India is outside of the Nuclear suppliers’ group, until Kondi Rice cut the deal to “go around all
of that” *

*

*******************************
SUM UP of Major Key Points/Pseu' s Take (Pardon the Redundancy):
BIGGER CONTEXT: this bombing Ain’t An Isolated Issue
- This has been going on for decades
Heavily motivated by religious dispute between the Hindus and Muslims. Religious-Nationalist 
controlled government. India de-facto Hindu state, but now more blatantly. 
*Kashmiris (And Human Rights Defenders) are being killed by the Indian Security Forces



WTF Makes the US think they can get involved in this? Oh yeah, maintaining China......cool.
• *Lots of talks of WAR but nothing official*

• (according to 08/09 wiki leaks from U.S. Embassy in Delhi) --> RSS = Foot Soldiers of 
BJP, leading on-the-ground campaigns

• RSS Head: "reorientate BJP strategy to focus on Anti-Terrorism" as reaction to suicide 
bombing

• PREVIOUS FOCUS (And Proof that their motives are religiously driven) = Build a tem-
ple for the Hindu God Rama in a disputed religious site in Pradesh

• WHY Americans are IGNORANT of Indian Politics

- central aspect of BJP campaign promises = promise of Temple in Pradesh (used to be where a
Mosque was), Mosque torn down

• 1992 = Mosque torn down by mob incited by BJP President

• THIS GOVERNMENT is controlled by a HINDU (*RELIGIOUS*) NATIONAL-
IST POLITICAL MILITANT (*RSS*) PARTY

• Potential Nuclear catastrophic Fallout

• 1925 RSS purpose was do eliminate the threat to Hinduism (especially Muslims)

• Anti-Hindu = Anti National (despite India being approx. 20% Muslim)

• Innocent Kashmiris in India who speak up against these human rights violations are be-
ing mobbed, ridiculed, silenced, and murdered...

So...Did the RSS turn this man (suicide bomber) into a militant?

Old Economic Adage:
*When goods cease to cross borders, troops will*

*******************************

So why does all this matter to the United States? Well believe it or not, the US just so 
happens to be pro-India. You can thank the US India Lobby for that (but remember, it’s 
the BJP/RSS we’re talking about here, so they’re specifically more of a Hindu-National-
ist Lobby). 

America has deep sympathy and affiliations with the BJP. The RSS and other Hindu-Na-
tionalist groups are primarily backed by the US for many years. And these group have 



lobbied hard to prevent US from even mentioning that there might be human rights issues
in India. They’ve worked with (really lobbied) Congress to work against any resolutions 
between Hindus and Muslims

More importantly this helps the US balance powers against China because if I haven’t 
mentioned this already in previous episodes, The United States is a world empire, and ev-
erywhere on Earth is America’s backyard.

This just goes shows the level of irresponsible arrogance the US is willing to reach in do-
ing whatever it thinks is necessary to balance world powers (in this case China) by break-
ing its own laws that it enforces on everyone else. So what makes America so special that
it gets to pick and choose favorites and tell them what they can and can’t do to other 
countries?!? This is how you get blow back. Once again, America finds that it’s I its best 
interest at the time to do something rash, when it doesn’t consider what the consequences 
are going to be later. I don’t have to point to examples because they’re literally a few 
blocks next does to the West of India. Bottom line is, we have to stay out of this mess. 
There is too much complication and dynamics in other people’s culture in the world, that 
we don’t need to stick our greedy little globalist fingers in that mess and make it worse. 
Not to sound like a nationalist, but It’s not in our interest as Americans to intervene. Sure,
we can have free trade with all of these countries, but that should be it. This is simply the 
Non-Non-Aggression principle put into action, a libertarian staple that our government 
continues to violate (as if they even have morals to rest on other than imperialism). 

And so this it just history repeating itself. Leave it to some evil, murderous, foreign lobby
to get America’s support and help fund this proxy war. Just so America can be that much 
closer, that much more powerful in the world, and balance the powers of China or who-
ever else that’s not in NATO. This is just me speculating, but you get the picture. Thanks 
for listening, sorry this one wen t a little long. 








